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New manager means new chapter for bookstore

Academic Dean Dr. Gary Streit addresses the
crowd at the bookstore’s dedication Tuesday
morning. The name has been changed to the
'Hammes Bookstore, in honor of the Hammes
family, who supported ONU financially
through the Capital Campaign. (G/immerG/ass
photo by Natalie Chovancek)
By Heather Strous
Executive editor

Ordering your textbooks over the Internet—
for ONU, that’s an idea light years away, right? Wrong.
This summer, while you’re hard at work or play, set
your browser to http:Wwww.olivet.edu. You’ll be ¡able

to click on “bookstore” and purchase new or used
textbooks.
“Students will be able to order their books
without going to the bookstore. You can have them
mailed home or pick them up at school,” said David
Pickering, director of business services.
The catalyst for this innovation was the change
in management of Olivet’s bookstore. ONU has owned
and operated the store since it opened, but Pickering said
his committee saw room for improvement. “We looked
at it about a year and a half ago. We looked at how we
could get more used books, books over the Internet and
trade books. We wondered if we could do it better
ourselves or if we should bring someone else in,”
Pickering said.
His committee, which includes the administra
tive team and others, looked at five companies to
explore possibilities. They opted to go with Follett, a
corporation out of Oakbrook, HI., that runs
approximately 580 college bookstores.
ONU’s bookstore will remain under university
ownership; Follett will manage it. “Managing means
buying inventory, managing sales and managing books.
Olivet'and Follett will hire workers and managers
together,” Pickering said.
Besides the bookstore site, other advantages of
this joint venture include students being able to sell used
books back to the bookstore. “Follett will buy back

Are you being a
servant leader?
By Kate Ehrich
News writer

At approximately 9:45 p.m.,
March 15, the famous City of New
Orleans Amtrak passenger train collided
with a semi in Bourbonnais. Twelve
people were killed; many ended up in
critical condition, while others were able
to walk away with only cuts and bruises.
Those who did survive carry with them
emotional scars that will take a long time
to heal.
Bourbonnais immediately came
to the rescue. There were volunteers
from the local hospitals, fire stations,
restaurants, stores and other emergency
rescue facilities. Among the volunteer

organizations were the American Red
Cross and the Salvation Army. Many
volunteers served coffee to rescue
workers, bandages to the wounded, and
comfort to the mourners. They were
there in the middle of a cold, dark night
to serve anyone who needed them.
That night would have been
worse if it had not been for people like
Judy Coomer from Marriott who fed the
rescuers and victims a nice hot meal, or
student volunteers foi^the fire department
and Salvation Army drop-in center.
Right now, on the other side of
the of the world in Kosovo, there are Red

books from students at 50 percent of the original cost,”
Pickering said.
Follett will foot the 50 percent only for books
that still will be used the semester following their sellback. In other words, if the professor for a class gets a
new edition or decides to use a different book, you
won’t receive half of what you paid originally. You
will, however, receive a percentage.
“Not only will students be able to sell textbooks
and get them back, they can buy more used books—
even from other schools. We can call and get textbooks
from somewhere else,” Pickering said.
Another new feature will be an increased
amount of trade books. Trade books are books about or
relating to a certain profession that are not textbooks.
Books written by professionals in a particular career
field offering insight or advice are included in this
category.
Also the bookstore will offer more Christian
music.
This summer, Follett will remodel the
downstairs portion of the store. There will glass walls
put in place to match the upstairs.
Pickering believes Olivet will benefit greatly
from this move. “From a student perspective, I think
it’s wonderful. For faculty, I think it’s wonderful.
They can get so much stuff— clearances for copyrights,
any educational material they want.”

Ways to Serve
American Red Cross
Contact: Marcie Chambers, executive director,
Kankakee County chapter, 933-2286
Blood drives:
April 2 1 - 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., Kankakee Comm. College
- 1 2 : 3 0 to 5:30 p.m., Manteno High School
April 3 0 - 2 to 7 p.m., Bourbonnais Fire Department
Every T h u rs d a y -12:30 to 5:30 p.m., local Red Cross
Salvation Army
Contact: Lois Brakebill, director of social ministries,
*928-8421 or 932-3919
Student contact: Amy Stoker, ext, 6406

(See SERVANT/page 15)
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Glimmer
Glimpses
Earthly ideas
Students are offered ways to get involved for the observation
of Earth Day. page 3

War in the world
Doug Harbrueger examines war and discovers the human
aspects of it. page 5

Squashing the millennium bug
Experts offer advice and suggestions on how people should
prepare for the Y2K problem. pages 6-9

Hopelessly devoted
ONU students spend time with God through daily devotions,
pages 10 & 11

Tennis team ‘won’t back down’
With high hopes of an NCCAA championship, the men’s
tennis team begins their season ready to win. page 14

Getting to know the artist
Take an inside look on Jennifer Mitchell’s art exhibit, “Making Waves,” in Larson Fine Arts Center page 16

GlimmerGlass
S ta ff
Executive Editor: Heather Strous
Business Manager/Advertising Manager: Brad Curell
Head Photographer: Natalie Chovancek
News Editor: Heather Morgan
Opinions Editor: Doug Harbrueger
Features Editor: Jennifer Schultz
Sports Editor: Kelly Hayden
Arts Editor: Keely Long
Spiritual Life Editor: Gina Gottardo
'Faculty Advisor: Dr. Sue Williams •
President: Dr. John Bowling

(1 9 9 9 -2 0 0 0 C la s s E le c tio n R e s u lts !
ÉClass of 2000*:
!
à:
m M
President-Andy Gibbs
,
\
Secretary- Lyndsi Wisher
¿ASC Reps- Erin Besco, Emily Bullard, Brent Smith

Class of 2001:

J

President- Katie Sullivan
Jyice President- Kimborah Konieczkp
; Secretary- Jill Alexander
Treasurer- Erin Alderson
I Chaplain- Heather Nunnery
I ASC Reps- Heather Halter, Sarah Lawrence,
Danielle Pospisil
I Social Committee- Beth Anderson, Melissa
Armstrong, Alison Garcia, Michelle
Nymeyer, Amy Rickelman

Class of 2002:

-

1

1

President- Larry Anderson
Vice President! Brad Zurcher
I Secretary- Jen Hatton
Treasurer- Scott Wetterling
Chaplain- Josh Hancock
ASC Reps- Katie Ableson, Brandon Johnson,
Katie Ondersma
Social Committee- Sarah Burton, Joel Hammond,
Jennifer Keith, Jennifer Litsey,
Megan Vidt
*Due to lack of candidates, the positions of Vice President, Treasurer, Chaplain, and social
committee are currently unfilled.

GOOD WEEKLY INCOME
processing mail for a national company!

The GlimmerGlass is located in the lower level of Ludwig
Center. This newspaper is a publication of the Associated
Students Council of Olivet Nazarene University and a
member of the Illinois College Press Association. The
opinions expressed in the GlimmerGlass are those of each
individual writer and are not necessarily held by the Associ
ated Students Council, faculty, administration or the student
body of Olivet Nazarene University. The GlimmerGlass
encourages letters to the editor. Any and all opinions,
complaints and suggestions are welcome, but are left to the
discretion of the editor and their staff. For publication, send
all letters, signed to the GlimmerGlass box, 6024, or to

■Free supplies, postage!
■Bonuses!

■ No selling!

■ Start immediately!

■ Genuine opportunity!
Please rush long self-addressed
, stamped envelope to :-

MPC, SUITE 391
2045 Mt. Zion Rd.
MORROW, GA 30260

News 3
Students get involved, make difference in observánce of

Day

Earth
Heather Morgan
News editor
On April 22, 1970, Senator Gaylord Nelson,
from Wisconsin, organized a large demonstration
exceeding in attendance those of Vietnam War
protestors and the march led by Martin Luther King Jr.
Howeyer, his demonstration was not to speak out
against social injustice, but instead, it denounced
environmental destruction. Through nationwide
participation, Nelson and his partners organized what
Was then known as the National Environmental Teachin which peacefully protested things harmful to the
environment and informed the public of environmental
issues. Yet, today, 200 million people worldwide, in
130 countries, still recognize this day— Earth Day.
The majority of the demonstrations in 1970
took place on college campuses, and still, in 1990,
people on college campuses can take measures to help
the environment on Earth Day and throughout the year.
One of the things college students can do is to
recycle cans. In dorms around QNU’s campus and in
some of the public areas, there are blue, plastic
receptacles holding empty aluminum cans.
Dorenda Brewer, freshman, makes a point to
place her cans in the recycling bin in Williams Hall. “It
is not something I really think about. I just put them in
there because my cans pile up in my room, and my trash
is usually full since it’s little. So I just take them to the
bin,” she said.
Brewer’s environmental savvy is not limited to
her experiences here at ONU. In her former hometown
of Seymour, Indiana, she served on the mayor’s
committee and petitioned to start a curb side recycling
program for her community.
In addition to recycling cans, college students,
with simple changes in their daily routines, can impact
the environment. In college, a large amount of paper is
used. One way to reduce the amount of paper waste is

o not be so quick to throw away paper. Sheets of
paper with only one side used can be used for writing
rough drafts, phone messages, or scratch paper.
In addition to reducing paper waste, college
students can conserve energy and electricity. During
the day, students can cut back on the electricity they
use by opening the blinds to allow sunlight in, instead
of turning the lights on. Also, when not in their room,
students should turn off lights and radios to save
energy. For college students who use the coinoperated laundry facilities, conserving energy can
also mean saving money. If after drying clothes,
some items are still damp, hang them around the
dorm room instead of using another drier cycle to
finish drying the select items. By combining loads of
laundry when possible, and avoiding doing loads of
laundry that are not full, students can cut back on
energy usage.
Although all of these adjustments can help
the environment, Tim Dickinson, environmental
science major, believes that it is unlikely that college
students will make such adjustments:
Dickinson, however, does believe that
Olivet students can help the environment. “The Perry
Farms cleanup is great. Students can really get
involved and make a difference,” he said.
Each year, around Earth Day, Perry Farms
hosts a time when people from the community can
assist in picking up trash around the park. More
details will be displayed around campus closer to the
time of the event.
Brewer also believes that students at Olivet
can help the environment.. “I know it sounds cheesy
for me to say this, but one person can make a
difference, even if they do something small. If
everyone would do something small, a big difference
mold hp marlp ”
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for University Singers
By lola Noble
News writer
After more than ten years of singing success at
ONU, University Singers is moving on to new ground.
Starting in the fall, University Singers will be
divided into two groups: a men’s ensemble and a;)
women’s ensemble.
Don Reddick, chairman of the division of fine
arts and music, said the duplicate choirs of University
Singers and Orpheus choir did not make sense
educationally. The two choirs mirrored the same
choices in literature and sound. Additionally, the
-school was missing the sound of a women’s choir and
a men’s choir.
Some University Singer members look at the
ichanges with mixed emotions. Jason Ruel said, “I think
it’s a great opportunity, but I still love the family-like
atmosphere of University Singers.”
Ruel posed alternatives to dissolving the choir. ^
“I wish University Singers would remain as an
ensemble. However, because we can never find enough
men to fill it slots, but there are always more than
enough women, a women’s ensemble should also be
formed,” he said.
Reddick also noted the larger number off
women than men trying out for the choirs, He sai<L|
S“We turned away 25 to 30 ladies. A mixed choir has to
'have a balance. With a ladies group, it can now be a s|
■large as it wants to be, and the men’s group can b e |
successful with as few as 12-14 [students].”'
The current University Singers members will
have to participate in auditions for the new groups.
However, it should not be considered a competition for
a place in the new ensembles, but rather an opportunity
■for the directors to sample the students abilities.
“If a student had enough talent to make:
University Singers they will make it into the
¡ ensembles,” Reddick said.
The change in the choir has not come about
suddenly. Reddick said, “We’ve been talking about
ever since I came to campus.”
“[The change] has absolutely nothing to do
with current group or anything of that sort,” said
Reddick. In fact, he said Martha Dalton, director of
University Singers, has had great success with the
group, and her success will continue on as she leads the
women’s ensemble in the fall.
Part of this year’s success was the mission trip j
: that the group took. The choir spent its spring break in ■
Grand Rapids, Michigan, serving at a mission. Reddick
said they had a great time, and it was very rewarding. |
Dalton leaves her time with University Singers
with mixed emotions. She had a hard time choosing j
¡ between leading the women’s ensemble and the men’s,
“This has been very difficult for her. Her head
tells her this is the right decision, but her heart has been
I with University Singers,” said Reddick.
The leader for the men’s ensemble has not been
chosen yet.
“Wé are'excited about this change. It is going
to be an adjustment for a lot of people but, in the end,
a very positive situation,” said Reddick.
.

News 4

Reed Institute honors leaders in chapel convocation

By Jare^ Hancock
News writer

On Thursday, March 25, Olivet Nazarene University and the Reed Insti
tute For the Advanced Study of Leadership sponsored the second annual Leader
ship Award convocation in Chalfant Auditorium. The program included the pre
sentation of several awards to Olivet alumni and students.
Among these awards was the Harold W. and Maybelle E. Reed Young
Leader Scholarship. Ovid
Young, president of the Reed
Institute, presented the award to
Karla M. Pralle, a 1997 gradu
ate of Olivet. Pralle is now a
student at Governor’s State Uni
versity, working towards a
m aster's degree in physical
therapy. She was selected as re
cipient of the scholarship based
on her past achievements and
potential for continued excellence
Leading the first year of an annual tra in leadership.
dition, Emmalyn Jerome reads her es
Following this presen
say, “Millennium Navigators,” which she tation, several Olivet students
wrote for the Reed Institute For the Ad were recognized for winning a
vanced Study of Leadership essay con campus-wide essay contest en
test. Jerome’s essay, which was chosen titled "Qualities Which Charac
out of over 60 essays, received the $1000 terize Effective Leadership."
first place prize. (G/immerG/ass photo by The top three finalists, whose
compositions were selected from
Natalie Chovancek)
over sixty entries, read their es
says to the audience.
Emmalyn Jerome received a $1000 check for her winning essay,
"Millennium Navigators."
Scott Armstrong placed second, winning a $500 check. “It was really cool
that the hard work...came through in a reward," he said.

A $250 check was
given to Joel Newsham,
whom placed third in the es
say contest.
Because of the large
quantity and high quality of
competing entries, the Reed
Institute chose to add two
honorable mention prizes
consisting of $100 checks.
The winning students were
Erin Sudduth and Keely
Long.
Norman Felessena (right), president of the
The convocation Reed Institute, presents the 1999 Lifetime
culminated in the presenta Leadership Achievement Award to Richard
tion of the 1999 Lifetime M. Jones, 1950 Olivet graduate. Jones ac
Leadership Achievement complishments include serving as presi
Award. Ovid Young and dent of Sears Roebuck and Company and
Norman Felessena, president
holding several leadership positions in the
of the Reed Institute, pre
Church
of the Nazarene. (Glim merGlass
sented the award to Richard
photo
b
y
Natalie
Chovancek)
M. Jones.
Since his graduation from Olivet in 1950, Jones has held numerous pres
tigious leadership positions in the community. He has worked as president of Sears
Roebuck and Company, chairman-CEO of Guaranty Federal Savings Bank in Dal
las, Texas, and board of directors member of numerous other major corporations.
In addition, he has served in leadership positions for the Nazarene Publishing House,
the General Board of the Church of the Nazarene, Olivet Nazafene University, and
the National American Red Cross. After receiving his award for these and other
accomplishments, Jones spoke to the audience about his views on effective leader
ship.
The Reed Institute works to promote leadership through hosting annual
symposiums, awarding graduate studies scholarships, and inducting members into
its Order of Fellows. The Institute also works to bring guest speakers to the Olivet
community.

Community programs assist survivors of abuse
Heather Morgan
News editor

freedom through Christ,’” said Lonna El-Talabani, one
of the co-leaders of the group. El-Talabani, along with
Marilyn DeYoung lead the group.
SOSA began in September of 1998. Unlike
Harbor House, their purpose is not to counsel those who
have been abused, but instead, they seek to support each
other due to their common experiences. “The majority
of the women in our group have been victims of abuse
within the family. The Context of abuse within the
family is different because there is trust that is broken
through incest,” El-Talabani said.

In 1997, more than three million children
were reported to child protective service (CPS) as
abused and neglected. Up 1.7 percent from 1996, and 41
percent from 1988, it is a growing problem in the United
States.
With these statistics in mind, organizations are
working to help those who have been abused, both
Children and adult survivors.
Harbor House is an organization committed to
helping those who are victims of domestic violence.
According to Sharon Spangler, Harbor House’s
community relations coordinator, Harbor House offers
a variety of services to the community.
One way Harbor House works with survivors !♦ Harbor House: 932-5814
of abuse is through counseling. Additional services
!♦ Harbor House Crisis
provided by Harbor House include an emergency
j ¡j| . §j
shelter for women and children, a 24-hour abuse ■Line:: '932-5800
hotline, legal support and referrals to other agencies. p Olivet Counseling and Career ! ||
However, Harbor House is not the only
organization in the community reaching out to help ■ Services# 939-5243
those who have experienced abuse. At College Church
Survivors of Sexual Abuse:
of the Nazarene, a group, Survivors of Sexual Abuse TgjlWII
(SOSA), strives to help women who have been sexually ]|U contact Marilyn DeYoung, 933-7749 _
ip.rs know
lmnw that th«»rp
abused. “We want to let others
there is '

j§ Survivors’; R esources®

Due to the extremely sensitive nature of abuse,
DeYoung stresses that the group is secluded.
“Everything is kept confidential. Only the members
know who is the in the group. Not even the pastors who
are supporting us know who the members of our group
are.”
One reason it is important for those who are
survivors of abuse, whether physical, sexual, or
emotional, to receive help is because abuse is a cyclical
behavior. According to Prevent Child Abuse America,
an organization whose goal is to prevent and raise
awareness regarding child abuse, children who are
raised in an abusive environment “come to believe that
this behavior is acceptable.”
.
At Harbor House, however, counseling is not
just offered to the abused, but also to the abusers. “We
have an abuser program because abuse is a learned
behavior. Inward Bound reteaches people how not to
be violent, in an attempt to make the^ whole family
whole again,” Spangler said.
While Harbor House works to restoring
families, SOSA deals with the individual aspect of
healing. “We deal with the individuals. We help them
walk through their traumatic experience of sexual
abuse encounters,” DeYoung said.
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Do we really understand what is happening?
Opinions

should keep
its nose out
of
other
c o u n trie s ’
affairs. They
say things
like, “We
have
too
many prob
D oug H arbrueger . lems at home
to deal with
Or,
for Jerusalem. However, the Serbs have this.”
also long-claimed their stakes on this “This war
land. For centuries these groups have isn’t worth
risking
been fighting each other for control.
When communist Yugoslavia A m e ric a n
fell in 1989, their land was divided up lives over.
A girl looks on as soldiers sift through the remains of
into several different countries. Al This could
though Kosovo is 90 percent ethnic just turn into her home. It was destroyed by fire.
Albanians and had been under autono World War
mous rule for nearly 20 years, it fell .III.” Still others believe that it is news byte or something to be debated at
under the control of Serbia. President America’s responsibility as a leading the dinner table. It is something that has
Solobodan Milosevic ended their autono nation to ensure peace and the protection and will forever change the lives of
mous rule and replaced it with military for those who cannot protect themselves.. thousands of people. People will lose
rule. Resistance groups such as the They compare Milosevic’s acts of ethnic their homes. Children will be orphaned.
Kosovo Liberation Army formed to cleansing to that of Hitler’s atrocities Lives will be lost..
Instead of debating this issue
protest and fight against the Serbian rule. with the Jews:
Yet, among all of this debating from our limited American perspective,
In the past few months, it has
been revealed that Milosevic has been in the United States, I raise the question, we should take the time to truly listen to
killing many of the ethnic Albanians or do we really understand the human side those who are living through the hell in
burning them out of their homes. When of war? Do we really understand what it Kosovo.
Doug Harbrueger is the opin
NATO stepped in to restore peace, both is like to have our brothers and sisters
sides eventually agreed to peace. killed before our eyes over a border ions editorfor the GlimmerGlass. Letters
However, in February of This year, dispute? Can we ever feel the pain of to the editor may be sent to ONU box
Milosevic again began to rid Kosovo of seeing our house burned before our very 6024, ATTN: Doug Harbrueger.
ethnic Albanians. NATO again stepped eyes? Do we really know what it is like
in hoping that the threat of military action to live in a city that is being
would convince Milosevic to sign a peace bombed 24 hours a day, seven
treaty.
However, he refused and days a week? Can we really look
continued
with
the genocide. It has been at war through human eyes?
A son carries his elderly mother
It is very easy for us as
estimated that nearly 2,500 people have
out of Kosovo.
Americans,
who Uve in a land of
been shot since February and hundreds of
peace,
to
spout
off our opinion
thousands forced to
about
whether
or
not we should
flee from their
homes. Therefore, bomb Kosovo. We have not seen
four weeks ago combat on our soil since the late
NATO, led by the 1800s. We know that regardless
j U.S., began bomb- of the outcome, our homes will be
left standing, and our community
* ing Serbia.
One of the will not be disturbed. What
most widely de happens in Kosovo or Bosnia
bated questions is doesn’t affect us directly.
But if we take the time to
whether or not the
look
at
the
other side of war, the
U.S. should have
human
side,
through the eyes of
gotten involved in
this historic con those who are living through its
flict. Some people effects, then maybe we will
take the isolationist’s realize that it is not as simple as
A 4 year old cries over the death of her parents. position. They be some would make it. Thè war in Another young face hurt by war.
lieve that America Kosovo is more than a passing

Most college' students are
illiterate.# that is, about what is
happening outside in the “real” world.
We get so caught up in our studies and our
social lives that we rarely have time to
take a moment to read a newspaper or
listen to the nightly news. Because of
this, we tend to be ignorant about the
major events throughout the world. Yet,
almost all of us by now have heard bits
and pieces of information about what is
going on in Kosovo. Kosovo is a
province the size of Connecticut located
in the young country of Serbia.
Throughout Kosovo’s long
history, the Muslim ethnic Albanians and
the “Christian” Serbs have fought over
this piece of land. For the Ethnic
Albanians, this land is very important.
Many have compared their roots and
desire for this land with that of Israel’s

The
Other
Side

Features

/ hand?
keep
This could get serious
By Jennifer Schultz
Features editor

Exactly what is the Y2K prob
lem?
In the 1970s, computer pro
grammers decided to conserve expen
sive and limited memory in their
computers by designing systems that
used a two-digit year instead of a four
digit one. The computers assumed that
the first two digits of the year were
19__.
As technology advanced and
memory became cheap and easily
obtained, new systems had enoughmemory space to handle a four-digit
year. It would have been too expensive
to replace the systems already in
operation, such as those that run water
and telephone systems. So, those
systems were not updated.
Older computer hardware and
software will not be able to acquire,
store, compare or calculate four digit
years. This, however, is only one of the
host of problems caused by the “Y2K
bug.”
Most hardware and software
cannot transition from 1999 to 2000.
Instead, the computer will think that the
year is 1900.
Leap years are either those
years that don’t end in 00 and are
divisible by 4 or those that end in 00 but
are divisible by 400. Old computer
systems don’t test for divisibility by
400, so it won’t recognize 2000 as a leap
year. Feb. 29,2000 will not exist to the
computer.
Programmers used dates such
as 9/9/99 and 12/31/99 to signify
infinite time in the future. These dates
will become real by Jan. 1, 2000.

Who will this problem affect?
Everyone. The Y2K bug will
affect the main computer systems used
by water and power companies,
financial
institutions,
government agencies,
telephone
s e rv ic e s,
insurance
agencies ;
and , most J
corporations.
Citizens could
go
without
utilities and phone
and cable services
for awhile. Outdated
PC
could shut down. Banks c o u l d
misdirect money and fail to credit
deposits. Personal and business records
could be lost.

What can be done about it?
Fortunately, much is already
being done in the United
States to avoid the Y2K
problem.
Microsoft has developed a Y2K
compliance testing program, which
tests hardware and software for
possible damage done by Y2K. • This
program changes the date to 01/01/
2000 and watches what happens. Based
on the computer’s response, each
System will be labeled as compliant,
compliant with minor issues, not
compliant, testing to be completed and
will not test. Non-compliant systems
are being replaced.
Hosts of institutions, agencies
and corporations have already spent
millions of dollars on this testing.

yourhead.

As the millenium draws near its end, the world
is getting restless. When the date rolls around to Jan.
1,2000, what will happen? Will all major computers
shut down, including those which control our cities’
w ater, electric ity ,
banking and com m unica
tions systems?
Some people are saying
that such problems will
only endure for a short
time, if at all. Others
are saying that it will
be the end of the world
as we know it (TEOTWAWKI).
Still others are saying that by the time
Jan. 1 comes, all possible problems will have
been prevented, so nothing will happen.
Unfortunately, the “millenium bug” will prob
ably cause many grave problems. On top of this,
people are starting to get scared.
Cults around the world fear that the world will
end on Jan. 1. Some groups are stockpiling food and
supplies, expecting to live in their basements and bomb
shelters. Many more people feel a sense of helpless
ness, like the situation is spinning out o f control.
There’s one thing we need to remember if we
want to survive the Y2K crisis: we need to keep our
heads. This means not letting fear get the best of us.
In order to avoid unnecessary fear, we should stay in
formed about the situation.
In this section, we will explain the Y2K crisis,
and its effects on us as Americans and as Christians.
We will also help you prepare for the crisis. Keep
your head and keep reading.

Features 7

Americans
College Press Exchange
About half of Americans are
concerned about the year-2000
computer glitch and handed the
Clinton administration a “C” for its
effort to address the problem,
according to a survey released
Wednesday at a House hearing.
Top concerns voiced by
consumers about the millennium bug
were lost financial records and
government agency shutdowns, ac
cording to a poll of 43 consumers by
jfe CIO Communications Inc., a
Framingham, Mass., computer-re
search company. The findings were
released at a House science
technology subcommittee hearing.
About one-third of respon
dents said the federal government
should be responsible for monitoring
and reporting on the progress in
solving year-2000 glitches. The year2000 problem refers to computers not
being able to interpret the date 01/01/
00 as the year 2000, which could lead
to malfunctions or system failures,
» **
“In a very real sense, Y2K is a
consumer issue,” said Michael Hyatt,
author of “The Millennium Bug: How
to Survive the Coming Chaos.”
“When these (computer) sys
tems fail— as surely some of them will

“What frightens people is a lack of informa
tion, rumors and misstatements, a clear lack of
leadership.”
Paloma O’Riley
Co-founder of Cassandra Project

— it is consumers who will feel the
impact,” he said.
Mr. Hyatt and others have
stepped up their criticism of the Clinton
administration for not doing more to
warn Americans about the computer
problem, which could cause electricity
outages, businesses to close down or
battleships to malfunction.
President Clinton formed the
President’s Council on Year 2000
Conversion in February and, in July,
gave a major speech about the problems.
John Hoskinen, who heads the council,
has been meeting with agency and
industry executives to persuade them to
move faster in fixing the problem.
But Rep. Steve Horn, California
Republican, said he receives almost daily
calls from constituents asking what
damage will be caused by the

millennium bug and what they can do
about i t The federal government has
made no assessment on what harm the
computer glitch will do to private
industry, he said.
“'Do it,’ that’s what we are
telling the executive branch,” he said.
Steve Forbes, publisher of
Forbes magazine and a past — and
possible future— presidential candidate,
spoke out at a forum on the millennium
bug by the Discovery Institute yesterday
in the District.
“This is not a technology crisis.
It is a leadership crisis,” he said.
||Unfortunately, it could become a
political issue when it shouldn’t be.”
According to the Cassandra
Project, a nonprofit group formed to
bring attention to the year-2000 problem,
more than 100 grass-roots organizations

I
life

‘Fear not; I am with thee’
By Jennifer Schultz
Features editor

pline.” (II Timothy 1:7, NRSV)

In the face of the Y2K situa
tion, the last thing the world needs is
another scared person.
God wants us to be prepared
for the worst in any situation. As the
Bible says in Proverbs 22:3, “A pru
dent man forsees the difficulties ahead
and prepares for them; the simpleton
goes blindly on and suffers the conse
quences.” (TLB)
Preparedness does not mean
forgetting to act like Jesus is the Lord
of our lives. We must remember that
God is in control of every situation.
We shouldn’t be afraid of anything.
The Bible has a lot to say about
fear:
“...for God did not give us the
spirit of cowardice, but rather a spirit
of power and of love and of self-disci

“Humble yourselves therefore
under the mighty hand of God, so that
he may exalt you in due time. Cast all
your anxiety on him, because he cares
for you. Discipline yourselves, keep
alert.” (I Peter 5: 6-8, NRSV)
“Do not worry about anything,
but in everything, by prayer and sup
plication with thanksgiving, let your
requests be made known to God. And
the peace of God, which surpasses all
understanding, will guard your hearts
and minds in Christ Jesus.” (Philippians
4: 6-7, NRSV)
Related verses:
Psalms 23:4; Matthew 11:28-30; I John
4:18; Romans 8: 28; I Corinthians
10:13

have been created in the United States
because of concern over the conse
quences.
Thousands of people are
taking steps, such as stocking up on
food to prepare, Paloma O’Riley, a
co-founder of the project, said at the
hearing.
“By being silent or equivocal,
the administration is hampering these
grass-roots efforts,” she said. “What
frightens people is lack of information,
rumors and misstatements, a clear lack
of leadership.”
«
Congress has been more
aggressive in bringing the problem to
the public’s attention. Yesterday,
representatives from consumer-prod
uct companies testified before the
House technology subcommittee that
most household items will not have
year-2000 problems.
“According to feedback from
several members, for the few consumer
electronic products that are affected by
Y2K, proper working of the date/time
function is in many cases ancillary to
the proper functioning of the product,”
said Gary Shapiro, president of the
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association.

Find Y2K info on the internet
One of the best Ways to deal with the Y2K situa
tion is to stay informed about it. Here are some good
Y2K internet resources for you to check out:

g
9

http://y2k.comco.org/1
http://www.2000andyou.com/2000/malnfrarrie.html
,
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"To learn about the Christian response to this cri
sis, look at th e s e :" /^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ;”
9
9
9

http://^wwl\(ÿi^ûamtyaîèt^>2K/
Î
http://www.(2hristianity2kxom
http://wwwcountdown2knewsxo^ii|ckMp
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Squash the bug
College Press Exchange
to indicate dates, president William H.
There is no single formula for Schloendom said.
With time running out, many
solving a Y2K problem in software, no
“silver bullet” sitting in Bill Gates’ companies are not bothering with date
expansion and are turning to an easier l
vault at Microsoft.
' Personal-computer users gen Y2K fix called windowing, which
erally have less cause to worry than involves choosing a two-digit year as a
companies and governments using kind of pivot point, and telling the
computer that all years higher than the.
more complex technology.
The PC program that keeps pivot year begin with 19 and all years
time is called the BIOS or basic input/ lower than that begin with 20.
output system. It is software perma Windowing allows a company to change
nently encoded on a chip that keeps just the underlying code, without going
track of the date, even when the into every data file.
Commonwealth Mortgage As-’
computer is not on, and sends the date
to the software‘applications that are surance Co. (CMAC), a Philadelphia
private mortgage insurer that last
running on the PC.
A PC user may be able to summer declared itself Y2K-compliant,
upgrade the BIOS with a special used the windowing solution. It set 1950
program obtained from the BIOS’ as its pivot year. When the computer sees
manufacturer. But commercial soft Ahe two-digit year 73 in a file, it will
ware to override the BIOS is also know it means 1973, but when it sees the
available, as are special plug-in boards year 16, it will know it means 2016,
that will bypass the BIOS and provide rather than 1916. Using 50 was safe for
CMAC because it has no policies that go
the correct date.
If the software programs that far back, said Andrew R.
running on the PC have a Y2K Luczakowsky, CMAC’s senior vice
problem, compliant versions and president of information services.
CMAC is using what is called a
patches are likely to be available on the
fixed window, which will work only for
manufacturer’s Web site.
The chief problem for many a limited number of years. A more
PC users will be older files that were permanent solution is a sliding window,
generated on noncompliant software, Schloendom said. With a sliding
especially databases and spreadsheets. window, every year the pivot point
Users can buy numerous “fix-it” moves up. For example, it would be 1950
programs that attempt to find and one year and 1951 the next. This solution
resolve Y2K problems in the BIOS, is only for companies that can afford to
the application software and specific sacrifice some old data each time the
pivot year moves up, Schloendom said.
files.
There are other stop-gap solu
Big computers are where the
tions that some are trying. One is to turn
major Y2K software problems lie.
For them, the most durable, the clock back 28 years, in an attempt to
yet tedious, solution is to use human convince the computer that 2000 is 1972,
beings or automated programs to go which began on the same day of the week
through each line of code, seek out as 2000 and also was a leap year.
No matter how much effort a
dates, and expand the years to four
digits, theoretically making the coding company puts into fixing its software, it
good for 8,000 more years, until a is likely to face an even bigger task testing
future generation tadkles the Y10K the fixes.
A date-expansion project at a
problem.
Date expansion can be tricky company with 1 million to 10 million
because dates don’t always make lines of computer code may take seven
themselves known easily. Blue Moon months, Schloendom said. Sixty percent
Consulting, a Y2K consulting firm of that is for testing. ‘Testing is really
with offices in Philadelphia and San what makes these long projects,” he said.
Testing may involve plugging in
Jose, Calif., uses software to hunt for
more than 80 types of expressions in dummy data and seeing if you get the
coding that might indicate a date field. same result before and after the Y2K fix.
A date may look like MMDDYY, WS- It can also involve setting the clock
DATE or 3A-EXP-DTE, for ex ahead and seeing what happens, not only
ample. Blue Moon encountered one to date-related coding, but other coding.
program in which the names of the
programmer’sex-girlfriends were used

ONU + Y2K
By Jennifer Schultz

1

Features editor

i'
We all know that Olivet relies
heavily on computers for everything
from heating and water systems to fire
alarms to telephone systems. What are
we doing to prepare for Y2K? Plenty.
Since Nov. 1998, Olivet has
had a committee working on the prob
lem, testing all computer systems for
possible- troubles. Twenty committee
members divided into 18 sections in
order to cover the entire campus. Each
section has been giving updates on its
progress at each meeting.
For ONU, all systems are go.
Here is what Olivet’s web site at http://
web.olivet.edu/y2k/whatisit.htm had to
say:
“The good news, as far as
Olivet is concerned, is that the core op
erating systems which govern our com
puting efforts are, or soon will be, Y2K
corrected. Since ONU also maintains a
fairly consistent turnover rate of its com
puters, most non-Y2K PCs should be
removed from campus by the time Jan.
M 2000 arrives.
“...If the program requires a
valid date and is old enough that the
Y2K committee members:
Diane Schaafsma
Rick Shelton
Dennis Seymour
Trish Garrison
David Pickering
Bill DeWees
Keith O’Dell
Matt Whitis
Noel Whitis
Efton Elliott

programmers) didn’t account for the
Y2K problem, then it will not work and
will have to be discarded. The only
way to find out is to run every pro
gram on campus on a test computer to
see if it will work. Each PC in the labs
and offices will need to be tested as well
as all of the electronic equipment, on
campus, it is a time consuming, yet
necessary process.
“...since Olivet’s computing
initiative is fairly new and since most
programs do not directly require a valid
date to run properly, most of our pro
grams should continue to function nor
mally.”
Olivet is in the clear, but this,
does riot mean that we will not be af
fected by the millenium bug. The web
site explains, “However, even if Olivet
is 100% prepared for the year 2000,
we will undoubtedly be affected. If our
Internet Service Provider’s equipment
is not ready, then our Internet connec
tion might fail. Web sites which pro
vide date sensitive data could be down,
and e-mail traffic could be severely dis
rupted.”

Tina Burner
Andrew Smith
Mike Morgan
John Nutter
Jim Tripp

Greg Bruner
Judy Coomer
Larry Watson
Woody Webb
Doug Perry
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There’s still time
Prepare yourself the smart way
By Jennifer Schultz
Features Editor

As a Christian living at the
dawn of the new millenium, there’s
lots to think about.
Should we prepare ourselves
for thé worst that could happen in the
Y2K crisis? Does stocking up on food
and water mean giving up on faith in
God?
Various sources including
Christianity Online say that even

Christians need to prepare for the
millenium bug. While we shouldn’t go
overboard and lock ourselves in a nuclear
fallout shelter, we should keep supplies
on hand, just in case the power and wa
ter are turned off for a little while.
More im portant than these
preparations are thé spiritual preparations
we can make as January is still down the
road a little way. In confusing times such

as these, it is a
C hristian’s duty to
m inister to others,
leading them to Christ
as we go.
Here is a
compilation of differ
ent Christian web sites’
suggestions for Y2K
preparation:

1. Improve (or establish) your relationship with Jesus Christ. We need Jesus, Y2K or not.
2. Improve your relationship with those around you. “No one is an island.” People need to
stick together in tough times.
3. Start meeting with neighbors in your home for Bible study and prayer. Lead others to
Christ!
4. Keep the right perspective. We can’t take our investments to heaven, but we can take our
friends and families !
5. Keep a supply of Bibles handy. “Even if Y2K causes no problems, people still need the
word of God.” Bible societies such as Gideons make Bibles easy to obtain. ^*
6. Prepare now for being without help for one week. (No electricty, water, fuel, food or
medical supplies)
7. Keep paper copies of all important documents. Don’t rely on a computer.
8. Consider taking up camping. The equipment and skills could come in handy.
9. Buy, store and use more bulk foods. Even if no problems occur, bulk food is less expensive
in the long run.

Keep paper copies of these documents:
Social Security cards
birth certificates
insurance policies
marriage licenses
loan agreements
deeds/titles
financial
statements
wills
credit reports/statements
1999 receipts
educational transcripts
tax returns

There’s one more thing to blame on Nixon
College Press Exchange
Richard Nixon will have been
dead for more than five years on Jan. 1,
2000, but the way Bob Bemer tells it,
the year 2000 computer bug is another
thing we can blame on the former
president.
In about 1969, Bemer was a
leading programmer pushing for Nixon
to declare a National Computer Year to
raise awareness of the nation’s growing
reliance on technology. Berner’s
agenda for the yearlong program
included a push to drop the old twodigit standard used by programmers to
[ identify the year in computer programs.
Even three decades away from
the year 2000, the computer pioneer
was worried that using only two digits
to represent the year eventually would
l cause problems.
Although Nixon’s science
adviser was on the National Computer

Year planning team, the president
wouldn’t sign a proclamation. He didn’t
believe in computers, said Bemer, now
77 and president of a software company
that is marketing its own year 2000 fix.
The two-digit year remained the norm.
The “19” was dropped from
dates to cut keystrokes, to save room on
computer punch cards and to save space
in expensive computer memory banks.
“Twenty or 30 years ago it was
an engineering trade-off,” said Yourdon,
chairman of the Cutter Consortium and
co-author of ‘Time Bomb 2000: What
the Year 2000 Computer Crisis Means to
You.”
‘T o build some of the early
computer systems, there were so many
tricks, so many trade-offs, to make them
work at all,” Yourdon said. “A megabyte
of memory was $100,000, compared to
$1.98 today.”
Bemer said productivity was an

even larger issue. Although some
programmers proposed using four digits
for the year, their bosses said it was a
waste of time to have keypunch operators
repeating the same two digits -19 - over
and over.
Add to those issues the
freewheeling atmosphere in which
programmers worked. Programmers
sometimes named areas of programs that
contained dates after their girlfriends or
favorite sports teams, leaving them
buried in thousands of lines of computer
code.
Historically, programmers tend
to work best in isolation where they have
developed idiosyncratic computer codes
only they understand.
The glitch was passed on from
one generation of programmers to the
next. So today, businesses and govern
ments around the world are scrambling to
fix a problem that threatens everything

from the national electrical power grid
to some VCRs.
Even Alan Greenspan, perhaps
the most influential voice in the world
economy, added to the problem. In the
1960s, he was designing computer
programs for the New York City-based
economic consulting firm he headed.
“I’m one of the culprits who
created this problem,” Greenspan said
in July during testimony before the
Senate banking committee. “I used to
write those programs back in the ’60s
and '70s and was so proud of the fact
that I was able to squeeze afew elements
of space out of my program by not
having to put 19 before the year.”
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Olivet students talk back
By Nathan Stults
Spiritual Life writer

C hristians and God: How
Do They Relate? •
There are several
practices or habits that every
person has to do to make it
through each day. Some
need th eir coffee in the
morning; some businessmen
have to check their stocks;
other folks shower first thing
in the m orning and/or last
thing at night. Yet others feel
incomplete if they don’t fit
in their afternoon workouts.
W hat about the
Lord? How does He fit into
His people’s daily routines?
This semester I surveyed 100
Christians on campus via email about how long, when,
where, with whom, how and
why they spend tim e with
God each day. The students
who responded to this survey
also rated their devotional
tim e w ith God on a scale
from one to ten.
This research reveals
that some Christians spend
time with God out of habit.

N athan Stults,
Sophomore
Class Chaplin

O thers have to discipline
them selves -to h ab itually
spend time with God. Still
other Christians don’t make
much effort at all to spend
time with God.
For each area
surveyed there was a variety,
o f answ ers. H ere are the
resu lts o f the responding
Christians’ time spent each
day in solitude w ith the
King:

*19% whenever possible ,
*18% more than once
*15% morning
*9% not every day
*3% other
Where *
*67% dorm room
*20% Kelley Prayer Chapel/
dorm prayer chapel
*13% other

With whom
*78% prefer being alone
*12% don’t mind others being
Time
around
*68% 15-30 minutes/day.
*10% like others around.
*17% 0-10 minutes/day.
It is my thought that
*13% m ore than 30
alm ost
every
C hristian
minutes/day.
already knows that spending
time alone with Jesus Christ
When
*
in any of the above ways is
*46% at night

necessary in their personal
com m itm ent and grow th.
One sophom ore responded,
“It is completely impossible
to grow in a relationship with
God w ithout talking and
listening to him every day.
How often do you go a week
without speaking to your best
friend? Probably not very
often.”
'
;
However, this same
student also wrote, “I know I
should (get to knbw Jesus
more), but I just don’t do it.”
Lots of Christians are
like this. We have the head
knowledge but not the heart
know ledge
of
a
life
connected with Jesus Christ
our risen Lord and soon
coming King.
Not one student that
responded to this survey
replied that they have a set
^routine for devotions.
D oes
this
say
something about the priority
we Christians put on growing
spiritually? I’m afraid so. I
also spoke with one girl who
isn’t figured into this survey
but who told me that she goes
to bed at 10 p.ml every night
to be able to get up at 5 a.m.

Suggested devotional readings
►WHAT
W OULD
m
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to start her day off meeting
with the Lord. I admire her
for that. One student wrote,
“I should spend more time
talking and listening ( to
G od.) I should do b etter
utilizing my devotional time.
Not only that, I should spend
more time seeking his will for
my life.”
Too often we expect
God to do all the work once
we decide to acknowledge
him. We haven’t applied the
w ord “perseverance” into
our lives. We may talk to God
but never listen. We may read
his word for 30 minutes but
never u tilize the tim e by
thinking of ways to apply it.
We may try to be the best
Christian we can be but never
truly seek the founder o f
Christianity.
This raises one
question. Why is there little
tim e spent w ith God, and
why is it that when there is
time routinely spent with him
some people feel that little is
gained?
I think the answ er
lies within another student’s
response. He said, “I am not
in the Word, and I have
allowed one area of sin in my
life to really come between
the Lord and me, and I hate
it!!”
H ere we are again
facing the same dilem m a:
Some Christians know what
they should but don’t. The
worst thihg about it is that
w e’ve got the pow er that
defeated sin on our side, and
we don’t use it. We think we
have enough strength on our
own.
Well, I’ve got news
for those people: YOU
CAN’T MAKE IT ON YOUR
OWN! “I spend time with
(See DEVOTIONS/
page 11)

■Qt
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about their devoltion&l lives
“Submit yourselves,
then, to God. Resist
the devil and he will
flee from you. Come
near to God arid he
will come near to
you” (James 4:7-8).

Time per day spent with God
iû-10

you can do nothing.”
Now d o n ’t take this
literally, but figuratively. What
he meant was that you can do
nothing that w ill make an
eternal difference in the big
picture of your life.
Spending time with the
Prayer Warriors are a Spiritual Life group dedicated toLord is “p e s s a r y for spiritual
meet together to pray for each other and the school. survival as Dan Remmenga
(subm ittedphoto)
put it. It’s necessary for any
survival. Face the sin that may
be in your life and face God
we need to spend time with who can cleanse you from it as
Devotions
G od ev ery day. W h at’s you spend quiet peaceful time
(from page 10)
happening to those who with him each day listening to
God because I’ve found I just d o n ’t? They find out in him, utilizing your time with
simply can’t make it through some way or another that him and seeking him.
life without him. I’ve tried, and th e y ’re not going w here
Nate Stults can be
it just doesn’t work,” a junior they hoped to. Jesus said
reachedat nstults@olivet.edu.
replied. BINGO! T hat’s why him self, “A part from me

T E ST IFY /
• Do you have a sto ry of how God lias
been w orking in y o u r life?
Do you w a n t to sliare y o u r sto ry to
uplift an d give others encouragem ent?

0-10 minutes

15-30 minutes

30+minutes

When do students do devotions?

W hatever possible

O ther!

'-

Not© very day
M orethenonce

M or rin g j

V- , i-V.

*

Whenever possble

At night
Hg

More then once

gf§

Morning

lift

Not every day

B

O ther ; *

If you answered YES, then please contact
Gina Gottardo @ ext. 5315 or ggottard

II&
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M arch M adness ends with a bang
OSU fan relives the big dance
By Adam Ledyard
Sports writer

Coaches, players and
colleges live for it. It is a very
important part of the season to
all of the division one teams in
the country. It will make or
break a season. It is a goal set by
every team at the beginning of
the season. It is the NCAA
basketball tournament held ev
ery March, better known as
March Madness.
On Sunday March 7,
students, coaches and players at
different colleges and universi
ties were glued to the ESPN
selection show to see who would
make the tournament and the
seed they would receive. A lot
of hearts would be broken and
others mended. But this is only
the beginning of the madness.
Classes would be skipped and
assignments would be turned in
late all because everybody came

down with a new flu called
March Madness.
The 1999 NCAA tour
nament, overall, was exciting
this year. There were thrills and
spills, Cinderella teams and
heartbreaks. Then there were
the surprises of the tournament:
Steve Alford took South Mis
souri State to the Sweet 16, as
did Wally Szczerbiak from the
University of Miami (OH).
Some of the biggest upsets of the
tournament were UCLA losing
to the University of Detroit,
GonZaga beating Minnesota and
then Stanford, Weber State
knocking out powerhouse North
Carolina in the first round, Ohio
State beating No. 1 seed Auburn
and then St. John’s, advancing
to the final four and Miami (OH)
upsetting Utah.
The biggest upset of
them all came in the National
Championship.
Before the
game, point guard Khalid ElAmin told the.press that Uconn
was going to “shock the world,”
and shock the world is what they
did as the University of
Connicut beat the No. 1 team in
the country, the Duke Blue
Devils, 77-74.
Many fans make pre
dictions about how their favorite
teams will do in the tournament.
My prediction almost happened.

I picked the Ohio State
Buckeyes to win it all. The
highlight of the tournament for
me was the excitement that the
Buckeyes brought back for me
and the sport of basketball. This
season was special to me and
every other Buckeye fan in the
country because of what hap
pened last year. Last season, the
Buckeyes finished with a record
of 8-22, placing them last place
in the Big Ten. To make it to the
Final Four this season, for the
first time in 31 years, is
something that every Buckeye
fan will never forget. The
Buckeye faithful were rewarded
for sticking with the program
through the bad years.
“I was glad to see them
go as far as they went,” said
Kimborah Konieczko, who is a
sophomore transfer student to
ONU from Ohio State Unversity.
She lives near Columbus.
“Columbus was madness when
Ohio State beat St. John’s to go
to the Final Four. It was
Buckeye fever. I loved to see the
scarlet and the gray.”
One of the best mo
ments to watch was the
Buckeyes beating to advance to
the Final Four. My friends and
I were on our way back from our
Spring Break trip to Georgia.
We stopped 1 at Trevecca

OSU player, Scoonie Penn (12), takes the ball to the
hoop against a defender from St. John’s. He had 22
points and eight assists to lead the Buckeyes to a
77-74 victory over St. John’s. (Photo curtesy o fthe
Columbus Dispatch)
Nazarene University to see some the lobby to see the people we
friends. I knew the Buckeyes were visiting, the game was on.
were playing; but I didn’t know
(See OSU/ page 13)
at what time. As I walked into

ONU falls short of the NAIA crown
By Eric Olson
Sports writer

In any basketball tour
nament, hot shooting can carry a
team. Example: The Connecti
cut Huskies shooting 65 percent
from the field to defeat the much
favored Duke Blue Devils in this
year’s NCAA Championship
game. On the other hand, a team
struggling to hit their shots finds
it very difficult to advance.
Example: The ONU Tigers
connecting on only 26 percent of

their attempts eliminated them
from the second round of the
NAIA National Tournament.
After Olivet earned an
18th seed in the tournament, the
highest the school has received,
the Tigers were hit by freezing
temperatures in Tulsa—freezing
in shooting terms, that is. They
were able to manage only 16
shots on 61 attempts, including a
mere 4-for-23 from behind the
arc for 17 percent. That poor
shooting led to a 66-56 2nd
round loss to the No. 2 seeded

Union of Tennessee (35-2).
ONU was down by only
three, 30-27, at halftime, but in
the second half Union pulled
ahead by as many as 14 points on
their way to the quarter final
round. The Tigers came as close
as six points but failed to cut the
deficit any closer.
Zac Freeman led the
Tigers with 16 points, while Lee
Coomler added 13 points on 3of-21 shooting.
Olivet finished the sea
son with a record of 28-9 and

reached the second round of the
NAIA Tournament for just the
third time in school history.
In the first round, they
defeated No. 15 Spring Hill of
Alabama 73-68. The Badgers
were unable to stop the hot hand
of Coomler, who shot 4 of 7
from three-point land.
He
scored 27 points. Spring Hill
was able to contain Michaels a
little bit better allowing him
only 14 points and six rebounds.
Looking ahead to next
season, the Tigers will be losing

three players to graduation.
They are seniors Shannon
Swilley, Brandon Williams and
former CCAC Player of the
Year Jack Michaels. A solid
junior class will return, includ
ing leading scorer Lee Coomler,
Drew Neal, Brian McCauley;
Tyler Field and Jason Mulligan
for their final campaign and last
chance at a National Champion
ship. The Tigers hope to bring
fans lots of excitement again
next year.
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H alek nets perfect balance
By Kristy Ingram
Sports writer

“Volleyball is like a
full time job,” said freshman
volleyball player Charlene
Halek. “There is really no such
thing as an off-season. It’s
something that needs to be
maintained.”
Originally from Wil
low Springs,' ILL., Charlene
came to Olivet to get a degree in
finance, as well as to commit
herself as a player on Olivet’s
volleyball team.
Playing volleyball, bas
ketball and running track in high
.school, Charlene is not a
newcomer to the pressure,
commitment and dedication
required to balance • out a
student-athlete role.
The transition from
high school volleyball to college
level volleyball have been both
positive and purposeful for
Charlene.
Including both its ad
vantages and disadvantages,
Charlene has learned to adjust to
all the challenges. “I think the
main difference between high
school and college sports is
depth,” Charlene said. “College

athletics require constant and
daily commitment.”
Since Charlene played
three sports in high school, she is
somewhat use to the constant
training, lifting, running and
conditioning required now as a
volleyball player at Olivet.
“An important thing to
do is to manage your time well,”
Charlene said, “something that I
am fortunate enough to have
learned earlier.”
As a college athlete,
Charlene has experienced a
higher and “deeper” level of
interaction.
“Practices are more
challenging, the players are all
good and are at top competitive
levels. There’s more interaction
between your teammates and
even the off-season is full of
stuff to do,” she said. “Here,
playing a sport is a year round
commitment, as opposed to high
school which only requires a
couple months.”
Being . a committed
athlete has its drawbacks.
Having to arrive early during
the summer, long practices,
constantly being on the road and
trying to keep up with school
“ work are all key factors that any
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(from page 12)
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Needless to say, we did not get r this year’s tournament, good j
back on the road for another and bad, "Teams will never
couple of hours. When those forget what happened this
final 30 seconds ticked off the year. I have already bought
clock, I went wild with my Final Four T-shirt and ;
; hat, which are on there way
excitement.
It was an awesome from Columbus.
Although the Buck
montent in my life as I hooted,
hollered and jumped around in eyes didn’t win it this year, L
am looking forward to
a women’s lobby at Trevecca.
OSU was going to the Final watching them play again
Four. I could not believe it. next year. Who knows what
■People were wondering what will happen and what March
happened to me. I just told Madness will bring next
year? My prediction: OHlt)
them that I had Buckeye fever.
NATIONAL
There are a lot of STATE
CHAMPIONS!
memories to take away from

athlete must try to balance.
“Even though I love playing
volleyball, my studies still come
first.” she said. “I just have to
manage my time well and keep
my priorities set”
With road trips and
weekend games, school work
can pile up. “My teachers are
really understanding and always
work with me,” Charlene said.
“Some of them even get really
excited, wishing me luck and
asking how the team did.”
As a surviving fresh
man student and athlete, Charlene
views the transitions and changes
her first year here as positive. “I
think I will be a much better
player next year,” she said. “I
would like to step up and become
more of a team leader.”
Hoping to go home
for the summer, Charlene wants
to find a job close to her high
school, so she can continue to
condition for next year’s volley-,
ball season. Possibly taking
some summer courses as well,
Charlene hopes to relax a little,
as she continues to prepare for
next year.
“I have learned not to
worry about things,” Charlene
said concerning what next year

■
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Charlene Halek, freshman volleyball player

will hold. “I was always told
that you are in a place for a
reason.” ,
So until Charlene finds
out what next year will hold for

her as both a student and athlete,
she will continue to work hard
and commit herself to reaching
her full potential in all areas of
her life.

Inconsistency strikes Tigers
By Kelly Hayden
Sports editor

After losing only 16
games last season and welcom
ing back many of the players
from the previous season,
expectations for the ONU
softball team were pretty high
this season.
“We hope to win
conference and regional cham
pionships each year,” Richardson
said. “We want to play at the
national tournament. These are
lofty goals, but we have
achieved them all the last two
years. As a program, we have set
high goals for our players and
teams.”
Have the Lady Tigers
been living up to these expecta

tions this season? Well... not
exactly.
They currently have a
record of 20-13 and are 4-2.
They are also tied for second in
the conference and are presently
ranked ninth in the NAIA. The
chief reason for the Tigers
struggle this season is inconsis
tency.
“We have seen flashes
of the greatest team we have ever
put on the field, but then we have
also seen flashes of mediocrity,”
Richardson said.
Despite this inconsis
tent play, the softball team’s
thirteen losses were caused in
part by a brutal early season
schedule that included eleven
ranked opponents and two

games against IUPUI, an NCAA
division I team.
“Playing. top-caliber
teams early in the season will be
good for us at the end of the
season,” said senior Karrie
Hamstra who plays second base.
“It was hard to face such tough
competition because we were
losing, but it helps to prepare us
for the end of the season when
we will face these teams again.”
In addition, facing topranked NAIA teams early in the
seasQn allows the Tigers to raise
their level of play. The Tigers
tough schedule comes mainly on
their spring trip. They played in
the Georgia SW Spring Fling St.
(See SOFTBALLVpage 14)
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Men’s tennis team begins season with high hopes
By Kelly Hayden
Sports editor

The Olivet men’s ten
nis team has started the season
with dreams of repeating as
NCCAA National Champions.
The season began for the Tigers
during spring break in Hilton
Head, South Carolina, with
matches against NCAA Division
1 teams Western Kentucky
University and Bradley Univer
sity as well as Savannah College
of Art and Design, Parkland
College, Cedarville College,
and Messiah College.
Coach Qbie Coomer’s
Tigers returned to Illinois with a
1-5 record after defeating
Messiah 5-4 in the final match of
the trip. Since spring break, the
team is 4-1, defeating Eureka
College 7-2 and 9-0, St.
Joseph’s College 5-4, and
Elmhurst College 5-4. The lone
loss since returning from South
Carolina is a 2-7 loss to NCAA
Division 2 team, Lewis Univer

sity.
O ur
keeping us fo
season has been
cused and moti
quite successful
vated. We are
thus far. We
improving every
have kept our
day.”
positive attitudes
Manes artd
and winning
Gibbs have both
ways,” said jun
moved up in the
ior captain Craig
singles lineup
Manes, reflect
this season play
ing on the start
ing number 1
of the season.
and number 2,
“The upperclass
respectively.
men on the team
“I want to set a
have shown great
high standard of
leadership and
effort from the
an ideal example
number 1 singles
of how to suc The ONU men’s tennis team will serve it up to spot,” Manes
ceed on and off Greenville College this weekend. (Subm ittedphoto) said.
“I will
the court.”
eventually bring
Tlie team returns five Harding from Point Loma
my game to the
players from last year’s squad Nazarene University and fresh point where I compete with the
including senior Kevin Stipp, men Matt Banner, Ryan Miracle best players from the other
juniors Manes, Kent Dinius and and Erik Willits.
schools.”
Andy Gibbs and sophomore
“The team is beginning
The number 3 and 4
Aaron Alyea. The team has to gel,” Stipp said. “Coach spots are filled by Harding and
added sophomore transfer David Coomer does an effective job Dinius. Banner, Alyea and

Stipp have alternated at 5 and 6
singles.
Coach Coomer has
been alternating his doubles
lineup hoping to find combina
tions that will be successful. He
seems to have settled on Alyea
and Harding
at number 1
doubles, Manes and Stipp at 2,
and Dinius and Gibbs at 3.
“Our theme song dur
ing Spring Break in Hilton
Head, thanks to Stipp, was
Won’t Back Down” Manes said.
“This is how we play each and
every match;”
The Tigers are compet
ing in the Greenville Invita
tional at Greenville College this
weekend and return home to
play the University of Chicago
on Monday at 3 p.m. The team
is preparing to compete at NAIA
Regionals on April 29-30 and
later at NCCAA Nationals May
12-14.

Softball
(From page-13)

The Lady Tigers softball team looks forward to its sea
son full of tournaments. Next up: Shawnee State Tour
nament in Portsmouth, Ohio. (Giim m erG iassphoto by
Natalie Chovancek)

Tournament and the Univer
sity of Mobile Tournament,
as well as picking up games
with several other teams.
The trip is a prime
example of the team’s
inconsistency. They beat
Georgia Southwestern, the
third ranked team in the
country, only to get beat 100 by the fifth ranked team in
the nation.
“One minute I’m
thinking, ‘Gosh this team is
so good,’ Then the next
minute I’m laughing because
we’ve turned into a sitcom,”
Richardson said.
“The
inconsistency is tough to
tolerate ”
The Tigers had been
dominating teams for the
past six weeks, winning
games by large margins.
Blowing away the competi
tion, the Tigers beat Domini
can University 15-0, Indiana

Francis, .Having a 3-1 lead
going into the sixth inning, the
team made a couple of costly
errors that allowed St. Francis to
tie the score and score the go
ahead runs, losing both games of
thé doubleheader by scores of 34 and 1-4.
“We didn’t get clutch
hits and played poor defense,”
Richardson said. “We had many
opportunities to win the game
but couldn’t pull it out. We had
the bases loaded twice and
couldn’t score. We go from
being a great team to a mediocre
team overnight. That’s frustrat
ing because you know that the
talent is there. It’s just hard to
harness it and bring it out every
game.”
Many of the upper
classmen have been struggling
this season. Coach Richardson
admits that a lot is expected of
these girls because of their play
in the past, but the freshmen and

returning sophomores have
been picking up the slack and
showing a lot of poise in some
pretty tight situations. . >
“I think our fresh
men have played really well,”
Hamstra said. “They have
stepped in and handled some
pretty important roles. The
returning sophomores have
come in ready to play. With a
year under their belt, they
know what to expect and have
been playing really well.”
The softball team is
heading into a string of away
games beginning today in
Milwaukee, Wis., against
Cardinal-Stritch College. The
games are scheduled to begin
at 3:30 and 5 p.m.
In
addition, on tomorrow and
Saturday they will be travel
ing to Portsmouth, Ohio, to
participate in Shawnee State.
Tournament,

Letter to the editor: Come live in Russia
Nizhni Novgorod, Russia: At
the present time, there are five
Olivet students studying in
Russia, taking part in the
Christian College Council study
abroad program: Jason Lee,
Bryan Keen, Laura Archer and
Rachel Negelein.
I, your
humble author, am also partici
pating in the program.
Poverty: The current eco
nomic crisis is kept well hidden
from the eyes of foreigners.
There are no bread lines;
advertisements selling CocaCola and American cigarettes
are pasted to the sides of
buildings and bus stops; and
dirty, emaciated figures do not
linger along the pedestrian
streets. The women sport form
fitting and fashionable coats,
and the teenagers stand atop
platform shoes and wear Adidas
parkas. The only visible sign of
economic troubles are the
babushkas, the grandmothers,

who pound metal rods on the
sidewalks to chip away the seven
inch layer of ice. Most of these
women lost everything in the
revolution of the early 90s.
Young and quick-minded kids
jumped at the opportunity to get
rich which left others “without
jobs, life savings and food.
These kids have grown up. Now
they fill the tables at McDonald’s,
occasionally giving a rouble or
two to the begging babushkas or
children who stroll the isles.
The average salary for a
full-time University professor is
250-300 roubles a month. Right
now, the rouble is 24.5 to the
dollar. It is very difficult to live
on $10 a month. Russians
manage, however, that is if the
paycheck is on time. One never
knows for certain whether or not
the State will come through.
Many people, consequently, are
forced to search for second,
even third jobs to supplement

their incomes. Usually this
consists of buying cheap ciga
rettes and selling them for a
profit or selling old heirlooms at
the local bizarre.
In Russia only the rich eat
at McDonald’s. Others usually
eat cheap pasta and bread and an
assortment of pickled vegetables
grown at their dachas, or
summer cottages on the outskirts
of the city; in fact, my Russian
“grandparents” are at their dacha
right now, while I am sending
this essay. Spring has finally
come. For the past three nights
the temperature stayed above
freezing. My “grandparents” are
rushing to till the ground before
the heavy April rains.
Kosovo: Generally speak
ing, Eastern Europeans do not
like it when bombs are dropped
on other Eastern Europeans’
heads. To be more precise, Slavs
do not like it when bombs are
dropped on their Slavic broth

Servant from page 1
Cross volunteers working around the clock to provide food for those
who have not eaten for days and shoes and clothing for others.
Between this and disasters like the Amtrak derailment, the
American Red Cross and the Salvation Army need help. They need
food, clothes and funds to be donated. But more than that, they need
our time.
Last April, the Salvation Army of Kankakee opened its first
24-hour drop-in center where anyone could come off of the streets, get
a bite to eat and have a warm place to rest. They opened it in faith that
the funds would come in to support it. They have not. As a result, the
drop-in almost shut its doors this month. They just don’t have the
funds to support a' full-time staff of workers. A few students at Olivet
heard about this and started to volunteer their time at the center. Now,
there are approximately 20 students volunteering anywhere from two
to eight hour shifts just to keep the shelter running.
Gina Gottardo is one of those students. Every Thursday from
midnight to 8a.m., you will find her at the center working hard to assist
drop-ins any way she can.
“It’s been the most emotional experience in my life,” she said.
“It gives you a servant’s heart. Everyone should at least tour the shelter
and see what it’s like.” Gina is a recruiter when she is not at the center.
Lois Brakebill, the director of social ministries at the
Salvation Army, said there are many opportunities to serve as
volunteer; there’s free lunch and supper every day, and servers are
needed. The drop-in center needs more volunteers to start to ease the
load of the current students. There is a regular emergency shelter,
support groups, parenting classes, children’s groups, addiction
groups, and tutoring is offered for children. They also offer Bible
studies, senior citizen services and social services.
Similar remarks can be made about the local Red Cross,
chapter. Marcie Chambers,-executive director of the Kankakee
County chapter, shared some of the areas that need major help in
volunteers: for blood services (greeting, canteen, donors, recruiters),
disaster services (everyday home incidents), health & safety services
(volunteer instructors, and younger instructors are needed), Armed
Forces communication (works with people who need to get in touch
with a relative in the Service for any emergency), and international
tracing (Volunteers help locate missing friends and family members
anywhere in the world.). _____________________ _____ _____

ers’ heads. For this reason
Russia is outraged at the
American actions. I say
“America,” because that is who
it is, at least t o . Eastern
Europeans and
probably to everyone else
around the globe. “This is a
European conflict. America has
its own poor people and racism,”
is the standard Russian com
plaint.
Yesterday in Moscow,
students demonstrated in front
of the American Embassy.
Granted, many of the kids in
Moscow were skipping class and
were happy for the excuse, but
the fact that people have moved
their bodies is a dangerous sign.
One hundred years ago kids did
the same thing. They started to
move their bodies and ended up
in the trenches. Irony bites us
when we aren’t looking. It’s
even ironic that this is the exact
part of the world where that

Serbian Prince was killed, and
Germany got mad, and Russia
followed.
I wish Mr. Clinton and the
other talking heads of NATO
would come over here. I have
lots of things I would show
them. I have met many people
who don’t speak English. I
understand their Russian enough,
however, to recognize their
frustration. In fact, that’s the
first thing I would show Mr.
Clinton: the people who are
disappointed. I shouldn’t fib,
though. The people are not
frustrated; they are mad as all
get-out.
Anyway, everyone should
be required by law to live in
Russia for three months. It is
quite a refreshing experience. If
the government will not man
date it, the universities should at
least require it for graduation.
-- Jeff Snowbarger
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Senior artist hopes to ‘make waves’
By Keely Long
Arts editor

“The best part about
being an artist is the constant
ability to bend and break the
rules,” said Jennifer Matthews,
a senior art major from Park
Forest, Illinois. Matthews’ se
nior art exhibit is Currently grac
ing the foyer of Larsen Fine Arts
Center from April 10-17. And
judging by the quality and the
originality of her artwork,
Matthews has been doing her
share of bending and breaking.
The title piece of
Matthews’ exhibit is an oil paint
ing entitled “Making Waves.”
According to Matthews, the
piece is one of her favorites. The
title piece, along with several
others she has created this past
semester, represents her attempts
to break away from her previ
ous style and to incorporate her
spirituality into her work.
“Especially with my lat
est works, I have attempted to
show the public that an artist can
achieve an air of the spiritual
without including ‘the usual’
Christian symbolism like
crosses, Bibles, etcetera,” said
Matthews.
Matthews is quite con
tented with the result of her ef
forts. In fact, she says, “This
process has taken a lot of work
•on my part, but I am finally sat
isfied that I am truly beginning

to grow as an artist.”
Achieving
artistic
growth has been one of
Matthews’ goals from the onset
of her career. Matthews credits
her family with contributing to
her artistic growth by providing
a wealth of support and encour
agement. In particular, she was
inspired by her paternal grand
mother, who loved to sketch,
and her paternal great-grand
mother, who painted beautiful
oil landscapes. In addition to her
family, Matthews credits her fel
low students in the art depart
ment with impacting her perfor
mance as an artist.
“A popular saying
down in the bowels of Larsen
is, ‘You cannot create in a void,’
meaning, to me, that without the
influence of others in your area
of study, you’re going to walk
around in a cloud thinking
you’re the most wonderful thing
to stumble a brush across g can
vas. Working with others, you
really learn to punch up your
performance,” said Matthews.
Matthews spends the
majority of her time working in
the medium of oils. Recently,she has experimented with paint
ing on wood, as opposed to can
vas. She admits to loving pas
tels and watercolors, but she has
limited opportunities to work
with those mediums because of
their expense.
After her graduation in

May, Matthews hopes to become
a book illustrator. The field of
book illustration would provide
for a wide range of job oppor
tunities, from illustrating the
covers of fantasy books to illus
trating children’s literature.
Matthews also dreams of writ
ing and illustrating her own col
lection of children’s books one
day, which is not an impossibil
ity. What few people realize is
that she is not only a talented
artist, but also a talented creative
writer. In her exhibit, Matthews
has included some of her own
poetry, which was created spe
cifically with each of her pieces
in mind.
Senior artist Jennifer
M atthews is truly a “wavemaker” in her field. She bends
and breaks rules in order to
achieve artistic growth, but her
work also openly challenges per
ceptions. She admits that on
more than one occasion, her
work and her methods have elic
ited some very interesting re
sponses from others.
“Sure, people look at
you funny. But it’s only because
you have your o„wn weird way
of looking at them. It throws
people off when they see you
standing there in your paint
stained clothes, staring back at
them. It makes them uncomfort
able; they’re just waiting to be
come your next art project,” said
Matthews.

■

Art major Jennifer Matthews poses along with the title
piece of her senior art exhibit, “Making Waves.”
Matthews will graduate in May, and afterwards, she
plans to pursue a career in book illustration.
(G/immerG/ass photo by Natalie Chovancek)

Future Senior Art Exhibits

C raig D ockery
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Leslie Douthitt

Apr. 2 4 -M a y 1

Larsen

M ay 1 -8

Larsen

M ay 1-8

Com m on
Grounds

& Tara H auer
D an Morrison
& Vicki Bates
Matthews integrates spiri
tual elem ents into her
work. (Glim merG/assphoto
by Natalie Chovancek)

Lisa W ilson

One of Matthews’ oil paintings seems to be the per
fect complement to an outdoor setting. Coinciden
tally, Matthews’ great-grandmother was an avid land
scape painter. (G/im m erG/assphoto by Kyia Grant)
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Recitalist approaches event with ‘reverence, sincerity’
By Kristi Ingram
Arts writer

“In all honesty, my se
nior recital means a sigh of re
lief,” said senior Jeramy Nichols
about his upcoming recital. Af
ter five years of hard work and
determination, Nichols is ready
for his final performance at
Olivet.
Majoring in Church Music,
Nichols hopes to one day be
come a minister of music in a
church. As a minister of music,
he anticipates leading a choir
and leading worship, as well as
other music-related responsibili
ties. Fortunately, his dreams of
becoming a minister of music are
not too far off. Nichols is con
tinuing to prepare Tor his call
ing, as well as for his final re
cital, which is the next signifi
cant step in his music career.
Nichols’ recital will take place
Thursday, April 22, at 7:30 p.m.
in Kresge'Auditorium.
Nichols’ recital program is
divided into three parts. The
first section of the program con

sists of Italian and French songs.
The second section includes Ger
man art songs, as well as arias.
The last section includes songs
in English. At the closing of his
recital, Nichols will sing a song
called “O Rest in the Lord.”
“This song is a perfect
fit for the end. The song has both
reverence and sincerity,” said
Nichols, and he considers both
reverence and sincerity to be the
key elements that bring mean
ing to a senior recital.
Nichols has not come to the
point of completion of his col
lege degree entirely on his own.
His mother has been both a big
influence and a support to him
over the last five years.
“She has been there for
me through the times that I
didn’t want to go on. She always
told me, ‘You’re doing a great
job,’ and ‘keep up the good
work,’ both of which have been
a big encouragement to me
throughout college,” said
Nichols. Besides his mother,
Nichols credits Dr. George
Dunbar, music department pro

fessor, as being an influence
upon him, as well as a mentor.
“Dr. Dunbar is a godly
man, and I am very happy that I
had the chance to study under his
direction. I have learned things
from him that I can use for the
rest of my life,” said Nichols.
Along with being nervous,
Nichols is understandably ex
cited about his senior recital.
“This is a special time
for me. It reflects what I have
learned here at Olivet. It is also
a big accomplishment,” said
Nichols. With plans to graduate
in May, Nichols is looking for
ward to putting five years of
study to good use.
“I am just waiting for
the call from a pastor offering
me a minister of music position
in the church, but until that time
comes, I will trust in God and
let him lead me where he wants
me to go,” said Nichols. With a
quality education behind him
and with trust in the Lord,
Jeramy Nichols is certain to accomphsh great things within the
next few years.

Awakened from “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”

Jeramy Nichols, seated with Krista Streight and Thad
Haynes, patiently awaits a performance with his
Lifesong group from last year. Nichols will be presenting
his senior recital on Apr. 22 in Kresge. (G/immerG/ass
photo b y Kee/y Long)

Entertainment is free
By Keely Long
Arts editor

Last week’s Green Room production proved to be a smash success. Here,
Titania, Queen of the Fairies (Michelle Bentley), converses with her king, Obe
ron (Jeff Carter). (G/im m erG/assphoto b y Natalie Chovancek)

If you happened to rel
ish last week’s production of “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
and you now have a craving for
all tilings theatrical, one more
entertainment opportunity still
exists for you. The best part
about this entertainment oppor
tunities is that it is absolutely
free.
Next week, Apr. 22
and 23, the Introduction to Act
ing and Performance Studies
classes will be presenting
“Night of Performance” at 7:30
p.m. in the newly renovated
W isner Auditorium. Both
classes are instructed by Pro
fessor Jeff Wells.
During “Night of Per
formance,” thestudents will be
showcasing their best perfor
mances from this past semes
ter. “Night of Performance” is
also the students’ major project

of the semester, and their par
ticipation in the event plays a
determining factor in their fi
nal grades.
Students from the act
ing class will present either a
monologue, a Shakespearean
scene, or a contemporary dra
matic scene, while students
from the performance studies
class will present either a po
etry, prose or dramatic inter
pretation. The students will
also fulfill the duties of the
technical crew for the produc
tion.
“N ight o f P erfor
mance” will span two nights,
and each night the students will
perform different selections,
resulting in two completely
different shows.
Everyone on campus
is invited to attend (and enjoy)
this event. Since the perfor
mance is free, those who wish
to attend need not worry about
procuring advance tickets.
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Tax day is over but take advice for next year
By Dave Barry
Tribune Media Services

Perhaps you are one of
the many Americans who are
afraid of preparing their own
income-tax returns. If so, let
me offer these words of
encouragement: You stupid
idiot. I say this because doing
your own taxes has never been
easier, thanks to modem
technology such as the telephone, the personal computer,
and Snapple.
Take me. I am not a socalled “Certified Public Accountant,” but I have been
handling my own taxes for
years, using a simple, threegygfgjjj*
STEP ONE: One week before
the April 15 tax deadline, I
gather together all my financial
records. This is easy , because I
keep all my records in one
convenient place, which is the
kitchen drawer where I also
keep my butane
lighters with no
butane in them and
my package of
“AAA” batteries,
which I bought in
1987 because I
thought they were
“AA” batteries, and
which I plan to
return to the drug
store for a refund as
soon as I locate the
receipt. So all my
records are com
pressed into one
convenient, dense
wad.
STEP TWO: Us
ing a Sears Crafts
man chisel, I sepa
rate my records and
sort them according
to size and color.
This takes a while,
but it “paves the
way” for the heart
of my tax-return
preparation system,
which is:

STEP THREE: Using the
telephone, I call Evan, who is my
accountant, and urgently ask if I
can file for an extension, and he
tells me that he already did. Then
he hangs up and goes back to
sleep because at this point it is
3:30 a.m. on April 18.
■
The advantage of using
this system, which is called the
“Extension System, is that you
can postpone filing your tax
return for several months, and
even longer if, the good Lord
willing, the earth is destroyed by
an asteroid. You know what
makes me want to puke, aside
from Geraldo Rivera? 1 11 tell
you what, so-called tax-prepa
ration software.” When I go to
the computer superstore and see
these clueless taxpayers paying
good mpney for software that is
allegedly going to make their tax
preparation fast and easy, I
laugh so hard that sometimes it
takes four store employees to

wrestle me to the floor and inject
my special medicine into my
neck.
_.
.
I react this way because I
know that this “tax-preparation
software” is NOT going to
prepare these clueless people’s
returns for them; it is going to
ask them 14 skillion technical
questions about things such as
their name, Social Security
number, income, expenses, and
the exact number —Right down
to the decimal point! -- of their
children.
Listen, software geeks: If we
knew all these details, we
wouldn’t need the computer to
help us! Why don’t you make
useful tax software? I’m talking
about software that, when you
put it into your computer, say s to
you: “You’ve done enough
already! Go enjoy a nonalcoholic margarita while I use
my modem to wake Evan up and
get you an extension!”
If A1 Capone had pos-

sessed such software, he would
be a free man today. Dead, but
free.
For those of you who
wish, for whatever insane
reason, to actually prepare your
tax returns, there are some
changes this year that you need
to know about. The main one is
that the Internal Revenue
Service now has ' a positive,
taxpayer-friendly image, expressed by the upbeat new IRS
motto: “We Acknowledge That
There Is A Possibility, However
Remote, That You Are Not
Criminal Scum.”
Instead of hassling taxpayers, the new IRS wants to
serve them. What does this mean
to you, the individual taxpayer?
According to IRS Commissioner Charles Rossotti, it means
you are now expected to tip.
“If you’re a married taxpayer
filing jointly,” states Rossotti in
his official Letter toTaxpayers,
“tucking a fifty-dollar bill

inside your tax return will
definitely cause the IRS employee serving you to feel
appreciated and be less likely to
select you for the auditing
procedure we call ‘The Closet
Full Of Snakes.’”
Rossotti alsd points out
that when we sign our tax
returns, we are in effect taking a
legal oath. “This means,” he
sternly reminds us, “that the
information you provide must
meet the same standard of truth
and accuracy that President
Clinton met when he testified
under oath about alleged acts of
internship with M onica
Lewinsky.” For example, if you
have three dependents, when
you fill in the box that says
“Number of Dependents,” the
following answers would meet
the Clinton Accuracy Standard:
— “Three.”
‘Four.” - ‘Around 27.”
‘I don’t recall.”
— “It depends
what you mean by
‘dependent.’”
Remember that,
as always, if you have
questions about fill
ing out your tax
forms, you can call up
your congressperson
or senators at any
hour of the day or
night and ask them
what brand of glue
they were sniffing
when they thought up
our tax laws. But let
us not become bitter
and negative. Let us
remember that, in a
democratic society, if
we do not pay our
“fair share” of taxes
for vital government
services, we will bp
able to buy ourselves a
boat. So let’s sharpen
our pencils and start
accurately writing
down our income. I
don’t recall having
any.
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